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MAD® CSI+ BITE ALARM 

The top-seller is back! Now with even better electronics. 

 ¡ High-quality, bright micro LED´s
 ¡ Compact design with unique positioning of the magnet wheel
 ¡ Rang of 100-150m, depending on the terrain
 ¡ Volume control
 ¡ Sensibility control
 ¡ ABS case with soft touch surface
 ¡ Stainless steel screw
 ¡ All-weather construction
 ¡ Power-out jack for illuminated mechanic indicators
 ¡ Slip-resistant seating
 ¡ Alarm works with 9V battery, receiver with 3x AAA
 ¡ Comes with protective case
 ¡ 3+1 Set can be enhanced with a separately available alarm  

 (Art. no. 52327)

MAD® FSX INTELLIGENT TENT LAMP

Another cool MAD® idea! At first glance this looks like an ordinary-
tent light, but it actually is a bivvy lamp and bite alarm receiver 
in one! Next to a set of six ultra-bright long-life LEDs, there is an 
adjustable multicolor LED placed in the center. When using our 
MAD® FSX alarms, the 6 LEDs switch on automatically when- ever 
the alarm is activated by a running fish! This is not all… the mul-
ti-color LED in the middle also lights up and corresponds with the 
color of the bite alarm that has just been activated. This way, your 
tent is illuminated when you have to go out and fight the fish. This 
saves you time when searching for your shoes and opening the 
tent. On top of that, the light is also indicating which one of the 
rods is having a fish on. To increase the battery lifetime, the light 
switches off automatically. The brightness of the LEDs, as well as 
the time that the light is on after a bite, can be set on the unit. The 
lamp operates on three 1,5 Volt AA batteries (not included).
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52325  MAD CSI+ / 3+1 WIRELESS BITE ALARM SET 3+1/1/10

52326  MAD CSI+ / 4+1 WIRELESS BITE ALARM SET 4+1/1/10

52327  MAD CSI+ WIRELESS BLUE 1/1/40

8400 222 FSX INTELLIGENT TENT LAMP 1 / 5 / 50




